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In her debut cookbook, Umami, Janet Hong invites us into her kitchen and
shares her passion for Korean home cooking. With over 100 recipes,
stunning photography, and heartwarming stories, Umami is a cookbook that
will inspire you to create delicious Korean meals for your loved ones.

Hong's recipes are approachable and easy to follow, even for beginners.
She provides clear instructions and tips, so you can recreate her dishes
with confidence. Whether you're looking for classic Korean dishes like
bibimbap and kimchi, or you're interested in trying something new, you'll
find something to love in Umami.

Beyond the recipes, Umami is also a celebration of Korean culture. Hong
shares her personal stories and experiences, giving readers a glimpse into
the rich traditions and values of Korean cuisine. She also provides a
glossary of Korean ingredients and cooking terms, so you can learn more
about the flavors and techniques of Korean cooking.

Whether you're a seasoned cook or a beginner, Umami is a cookbook that
you'll treasure. It's a cookbook that will inspire you to cook delicious Korean
meals, learn more about Korean culture, and create lasting memories
around the dinner table.

Free Download Your Copy of Umami Today

Umami is available now at all major bookstores and online retailers. Click
here to Free Download your copy today.

About the Author



Janet Hong is a Korean-American food writer and recipe developer. She is
the author of the popular food blog, My Korean Kitchen, and her work has
been featured in publications such as The New York Times, The
Washington Post, and Saveur. She lives in Los Angeles with her husband
and two children.
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